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Conclusion and the future of thevillage  
pub
“When you have lost your inns, drown your
empty selves, for you will have lost the last of
England” (Belloc,1943 cited in Hutt)
Loss of a vital service;  
erosion of village  
identity; loss of a social  
meeting place, negative  
impact on local and  
nationaleconomies
Rather thanthevillage
and village life it is  
society’s imageofthese  
which is under threat
Introduction
Interrelated reasons for  
the decline in numberof  
the villagepub
Cultural
Economic Social
Methodology
Grounded theory study, Glaserian (1978,1992)approach
66 in-depth interviews(2010-2013)
Study area - Lincolnshire (25 villages in total)
Interview sample range of people with connections to  
village pubs -e.g. residents, publicans
Justover half the samplewere male (56%)
Youngestparticipantunder 20, oldest was over  
90
Lived experience, pub often viewed nostalgically, through experiences of  
yesteryear
Imagined experience located in the wider context of the rural   idyll
Village pub images continue to offer customers representations of the rural
and actual physical attributes of the village pub help to reinforce these
images (cyclehappening)
Village pub in danger of being stronger in the imagination than it is in  
reality
Decline in the  
number of village  
public houses  
acrossthecountry
How is thevillage
pub seen? What
is itsfunction?
What does the  
decline in  
numberactually  
mean?
Perceptions and experiences ofthe  
villagepub
Village pubs are seen and  
experienced as adding value of  
different kinds – economic,social,
and cultural, different groups  
(longstanding residents, newcomer  
residents, publicans) attach different  
levels of importance to these kinds of  
value. Whilst the different kinds of  
value can work in the Bourdieusian  
interpretation as capital, and be self-
expanding and inter-convertible, they  
can also work to undermine one  
another.
By showing how the village pub is seen  through the lens of 
nostalgia and the  rural idyll and that contradictions exist  between 
how the village pub is  remembered or imagined and how it  ‘really’ 
is, my research contributes to  rural studies and pub literature.
My research also offer a contribution  to practice by imparting 
knowledge, to  different groups, on the types  (economic, social and 
cultural) of  diversification that can be usedto help  sustainvillage
pubs.
Types ofexperiences’
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